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TakeawaysTakeaways

 Focus on a manageable number of 
outcomes

 Provide dedicated assessment support 
and analysis

 Celebrate successes 

 Look at student characteristics, and 
address questions and concerns around 
equity

 Assessment is what you make of it

 Use Your Results!
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TakeawaysTakeaways

If you ever find yourself “[staring] at bar graphs trying to divine 

meaning” (Eubanks) or in a position where you “may even be 

tempted to just make something up” (Gilbert)—

STOP what you’re doing!
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Show how Assessment Matters!
Session Outcomes:
Show how Assessment Matters!
Session Outcomes:

Make sure assessment is meaningful and works for your 
program/institution.

 Identify components of good assessment and
improvement practices.

 Recall examples of successful assessment implementation 
and use of results.

 Identify at least one technique that will help ensure your assessment 
efforts have a positive impact on student learning.
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What is assessment?What is assessment?

At its core, assessment is about helping our students learn.

Not an evaluation of individual instructors

Broad use of “Assessment” as a term:

Measuring student learning

Reviewing results

 Identifying use of results/action plan
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Best PracticesBest Practices

 Higher Education Quality: Why Documenting Learning Matters A Policy 
Statement from the National Institute for Learning Outcomes 
Assessment(http://www.learningoutcomesassessment.org/documents/NIL
OA_policy_statement.pdf)

 “Focus on improvement and compliance will take care of itself.” 

 Use embedded assessments

 Consider results in relation to specific demographic groups, when possible

 Ensure there is time for

 Reviewing data

 Developing and implementing improvement plans
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The Most Important PartThe Most Important Part

 Use Your Results to Make Improvements

 There is almost always a tidbit of information that you learn during an 
assessment cycle that you can use to help future students.

 If you didn’t learn something about your students, you may have 
learned something about your outcomes or your assessment.

 Reviewing assessment results with colleagues—inside and outside your 
discipline—will help you determine ways to use your results for 
improvement.
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Discussing Your Own StrugglesDiscussing Your Own Struggles

 Have you found assessment participation difficult at your institution? 
Why?

What barriers do you face?

How have you combated negativity?
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What barriers do you face?
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Assessment at HarperAssessment at Harper

Assessment at Harper is comprehensive, and the 
annual cycle includes:

All academic departments, through either program or 
course assessment

General Education assessment is conducted in a random 
selection of sections

Non-instructional departments
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Examples from Harper: ChemistryExamples from Harper: Chemistry

Interpret molecular level 
representations to explain 
macroscopic phenomenon

Interpret molecular level 
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ACS Exam Questions Mapped to the SLOACS Exam Questions Mapped to the SLO
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Intervention: The Case of the Farmer that Dyed, Trial #121Intervention: The Case of the Farmer that Dyed, Trial #121

Fanny Farmer owns a small hobby farm in southern Illinois 
where she raises sheep to produce wool which is then 
milled into yarn.  The yarn is dyed by Fanny and then sold 
on eBay in her boutique store, “Ewe”nique Wools.  

After a bit of research into consumer fraud, she found 
that she could sue Dye Hard, LLC in small claims court as 
long as the amount in dispute was under $10,000.00 and 
also, that she could represent herself at trial.  As such, she 
is contacting YOU, the third party lab—Science’R’Us—to 
analyze the dye she was sent to prove to the court that 
she was, in fact, provided the wrong product.  She is also 
requesting that the third party lab testify as an expert 
witness in court on her behalf, assuming the data 
supports a mislabeled/mishandled product, to recoup 
her losses.  
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ReassessmentReassessment

Rank these drugs from most hydrophobic to most 
hydrophilic and explain your ranking.  When 
forming your response, consider the data provided 
and include the concepts of structure, polarity, 
intermolecular forces of attraction, and solubility. 
You must also include in your answer a discussion of 
the partition coefficient data and how it allowed 
you to make your decision.  You may incorporate 
any information provided in the prompt into your 
response.
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In writing your response, be sure to have 
a controlled, focused essay with distinct 
sub-points (this will mean multiple, 
developed paragraphs). Each main idea 
should have at least one piece 
of evidence or example. Aim for quality in 
writing – both mechanical correctness 
and in having a mature style appropriate 
to college-level writing in your discipline.
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ResultsResults

Ranking
Partition 
Ratio

Polarity, IMF, 
Structure & Solubility Organization

Paragraph/
transition Control

Support/
Evidence

Word Choice/ 
Grammar Mechanics

N=50 1.78 1.34 2.06 2.06 2.08 2.72 2.48 2.68 3.28

N=68 1.63 0.94 0.44 1.69 1.47 2.27 1.73 2.28 2.92

Students who completed the dye lab scored significantly higher in each category, except 
ranking, than those who did not complete the lab.



More ResultsMore Results

CHM121 ACS Average Scores (Spring 2016, 2017, and 2018)

Gender Mean N

Female 33.21 280

Male 35.81 387

Not Reported 37.53 75

Total 35.00 742

CHM121 ACS Average Scores (Spring 2016, 2017 and 2018)

Race/Ethnicity Mean N

Asian 33.92 154

Black 29.35 23

Hispanic/Latinx 31.81 110

Multiracial 38.63 19

White 36.09 336

Other 36.36 22

Unknown 37.37 78

Total 35.00 742

CHM122 ACS Average Scores (spring 2014 through spring 2018)

Gender Mean N

Female 32.35 369

Male 34.62 380

Not Reported 33.69 123

Total 33.53 872

CHM122 ACS Average Scores (Spring 2014 through Spring 2018)

Race/Ethnicity Mean N

Asian 32.59 187

Black 34.84 19

Hispanic/Latinx 30.69 111

Multiracial 35.96 23

White 34.47 384

Other 33.42 12

Unknown 33.90 136

Total 33.53 872
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Career Program: Graphic ArtsCareer Program: Graphic Arts

• Why do Career Programs assess?

• What does industry expect from GRA students?

• How do we prove students have attained specific skills?

• Advisory Committee: Create outcomes, know trends!
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Career Program: Graphic Arts
Faithfully loyal to an important Program Learning Outcome
Career Program: Graphic Arts
Faithfully loyal to an important Program Learning Outcome

• Create acceptable print-ready digital graphic files using 
industry standard preflight criteria.

• Must use a preflight checklist so you don’t get your tail stuck 
between your legs! Used across many 100 and 200 level classes.

• Measure every semester. 
This outcome is not always met.

• Add quizzes and more preflight assignments

• Proven results

http://harper-academy.net/train-to-be-the-top-dog/
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Career Program: Graphic Arts
Dual Credit
Career Program: Graphic Arts
Dual Credit

• Utilize all graphic 
applications in layout and 
design

• How do you know all 
sections are successful

• Meet with all 
instructors/assess rubrics

• Assess all final exams, 
compare, improve
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Graphic Arts – Benefits of assessmentGraphic Arts – Benefits of assessment

 Skills for the next class

 Use these outcomes assessments to convince employers of 
students skill sets

 Students reap benefits of assessments and don't even 
know it – hired

Many students employed have returned to comment

 "Now I know why we had to do that this way"
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Examples from Harper: Intro to SpeechExamples from Harper: Intro to Speech

Persuasive speech assessmentPersuasive speech assessment

2015-16 Intervention 2016-17

Use of effective 
argumentation methods

42% 
missing/needs 
improvement

Revised 
assignment to 

focus on student 
learning for these 
rubric categories

14% 
missing/needs 
improvement

Practice ethical speaking 
standards

59% 
missing/needs 
improvement

9% 
missing/needs 
improvement



Examples from Harper: Intro to PhilosophyExamples from Harper: Intro to Philosophy

Outcome: Apply distinct philosophical perspectives to a discussion of 
real-world issues.

Spring 2015: Students struggled with the assignment (28% scored “good”/3 
or higher on the rubric)

Spring 2016: Faculty retreat to discuss assessment, learning experiences, etc.

***Statistically significant increase in scores for spring 2016 and spring 2017 over spring 2015***

 2017-18: Results show significantly higher results for students of faculty members who 
attended the spring 2018 retreat
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Examples from Harper: Dental HygieneExamples from Harper: Dental Hygiene

 Measure two student competencies annually

 2017-2018 assessed professionalism/ethics in clinic

 2016-2017 assessed dental hygiene process of care-subgingival exploring
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 2016-2017 assessed dental hygiene process of care-subgingival exploring



Discussing Your Own SuccessesDiscussing Your Own Successes

What have you learned through your assessment of student 
learning?

What have you implemented as a result of what you learned? If you 
haven't implemented anything, what is holding you back?

 Have you reassessed? If so, what did you learn from the follow-up 
assessment? If not, why not?
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 Have you reassessed? If so, what did you learn from the follow-up 
assessment? If not, why not?



Next StepsNext Steps

 How do you ensure assessment has a positive role in student 
learning?

 How do you ensure your institution is “Focus[ed] on improvement 
[so] compliance will take care of itself.”

What techniques have you learned today that you might be able 
to apply to your circumstances?
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